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To simplies the last expression we set 
1


































is negative for any 
2
, and thus two such balls attract.
Thus if one regards the two materials to be made of such
"balls", and use as an approximation to the Casimir force
summation of pairs of these, one comes to the conclusion








Next, however, looking at the whole Casimir energy we
demonstrate that this last statement is wrong.
The Casimir interaction between two polarizable mate-
rials can be conveniently expressed in terms of the reec-
tion coeÆcients at the boundaries ([3, 16]). The Casimir
energy per unit area of two innite slabs separated by a




































where the two terms on the right correspond to TE and
TM modes. Here r(; ) for the TE mode is given by [23]
:














and by a similar expression with $  for the TM mode
(i.e. r
TM
(; ) = r
TE




























) + $ 
	
The k integration can be done by expanding the loga-


































is a polylogarithmic function.
In gure (1) we show positive and negative domains of





is not fullled in the repulsive regime, contradicting the
argument given above based on the pair-wise attraction
picture. Thus determination of the sign of the Casimir
force in the general case must involve the full expression
(7), which predicts large repulsive regimes.
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Although the full expression for the energy (7) is quite
complicated, there is a simple statement to be made re-
garding the direction of the force: The border line be-





plane (as seen in the gures), is always linear,









) ! 1. This
can be seen from the following argument: for large  and
 we have








j cos()j + 1
(8)
(and a similar expression holds for  $ ) Thus in this




and vanishes for a certain value of this ratio. Note
that one doesn't have to use very high values of the per-
mittivity and permeability for the approximation (8) to
be valid (see for example g. 1 (a)), since the terms we







We now point out several particular cases:
1. When both of the materials have high permeability
and permittivity one can use the approximation (8) for
both materials. To get an idea about the sign we approx-
imate the Casimir energy (7) by calculating the integral
using just the rst term in the polylogarithmic function















































































) = 0 is shown in
gure 2.
2. If one of the bodies is a perfect conductor then for
















































where the rst two terms in the Li
4
series where used.
In this case for high permeability and permittivity the
transition from attractive to repulsive regime takes place
at Z
1
= 1:037 i.e.   1:08 .
3. The Casimir energy (7) can be most easily analyzed
in the uniform velocity of light (UVL) case [24]. In this
case the reection coeÆcients (5) are independent of the
angle, namely: r(; ) =
1 
1+
. This makes the  integral

























This result agrees with the result obtained in [20] for a
dilute medium (i.e. j
i
 1j << 1 for i = 1; 2). In this case
the force becomes repulsive if 
1
> 1 and 
2
< 1 or vice




one of the materials will have (!) < 1 on the imaginary
axis which can be shown to be inconsistent with general
properties of the dielectric function of a realistic material
[25].
The leading term in the high temperature expansion



































This expression leads to an attractive force for any values





(i = 1; 2). Thus even if at low temperature we had re-
pulsion the force will change sign as we heat the sys-






which at 100nm is of the order of 1000
Æ
K.
This phenomenon can be qualitatively explained as fol-
lows: The dominant contribution to the free energy at
high temperatures is due to static congurations (zero
modes), since contributions from other Matsubara fre-
quencies are exponentially suppressed. In particular the
magnetic-electric interactions are non-static by nature
(there is no static interaction between a magnetic dipole
and an electric dipole). As a result the magnetic-electric
part of the interaction which are responsible for repulsive
behavior (see eq. (1)) will vanish in the high temperature
limit.
In view of the growing interest and possibilities of mea-
suring the Casimir eect [3, 4, 21, 22] we wish to point
out some advantages that repulsive Casimir forces might
have for actual measurements: First, there is no problem
of stiction, i.e. even for very close separations, the mate-
rials don't collapse on each other, in contrast to the usual
eect where it can sometimes be diÆcult to hold them
apart, a property which might be crucial for construction
of nanomachines. Moreover it might be an easier task to
align two materials in parallel, since this will be their
natural tendency (in places where the two materials get
closer the repulsion is stronger). We would also wish to
note that although it is true that for many materials the
magnetic response is negligible, there are classes of mate-
rials with high permeability, such as ferrites and garnets
(notably YIG) which may be suitable for constructing a
demonstration of repulsive Casimir forces.
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